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Intro 

You truly want to get best out of life?  It all start with some 
Happiness, Fulfilment, Grace, Smile … and a Shiny Sun. Oh yes, and 
willing to look how Universal Principles work. It truly is as simple and 
easy as it sounds. The only you have to do is to give it your attention 
and focus for ten minutes. Then simply apply it whenever you want 
to.  
 
Many ways lead to Rome. It’s all about which way will walk easiest 
and best for you dear reader.  There are many ancient Strong 
Universal Principles transcending every days way that aid you to 
where ever it is you’re heading. NumoQuest offer these gladly to you so you can get the best and 
strongest out of your personal way in life.  
 
These Universal Principles are working as long as universe exists and are used in many shape and 
format by people. Thing is, they let you pay for them. Why pay for something that is there? Free of 
charge, just laying Potential, for you to pick up and use. The simple thing is, to recognise and apply.  
 
Amaze yourself in only ten minutes of your time. 
 
Simply have FUN with it!   
 
 

Rene C 2016 
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There is an abundance of methods out there willing to teach you virtually anything. With the 
expansion the increase is staggering.  Along with this of course comes commerce since one would be 
fool to offer something and not letting her or himself letting be paid for it. 
 
Do you know that almost 95% of all these learning opportunistic basically are quite useless for you? 
Let us clarify this somewhat.  First you are born with a fixed set of natural abilities called character or 
Talent, then you have a father and mother deeming themselves Gods over you teaching you, God 
knows what, hopefully in line with your natural born abilities. 
 
Then you will enter Kindergarden where another soul will start to teach your things, again, hopefully 
in line with your natural born Talent and here after elementary and high school will follow. There you 
will encounter people that aren’t fit to teach you anything for you discover that personality kicks in, 
also often resentment to almost anything you can think of then, if you have demonstrated to be able 
to learn what they thought you, most often in your very first job you discover that all you have 
learned basically seemed useless for the job. 
 
Then, if you are lucky an not to manhandled to still be up, ‘they’ will promise you almost anything in 
order to take this course for the heavens are waiting for you.  Well, a very well paid job in the least 
and if you read the small print of the contracts you most lightly will understand all kinds of escapes of 
that commercial product. 
 
 
Natural Born DNA 
From the moment, you dear reader, are born, you receive the natural bases and talent.  That bases 
and talent, is what you will use the rest of your productive life. Some of the talents will be quite 
obvious, others will act more in the background, never the less bare impact on everything you see, 
feel, experience,   set yourself as goal to do.  
 
The biggest talents in the world have similar common denominators.  They accept and use their 
natural born DNA without questioning, without reserve, without hesitation.  They have such strong 
DNA natural born character that external influences barely show to have any significant impact. All 
they do is follow the path they KNOW where their talent(s) are best and strongest, without 
questioning. 
 
And soon they experience the benefits that such path and conduct is bringing. These universal laws 
of physics are exact the same for you, dear reader, as they are for the biggest and famous names you 
can come up with. The only difference?  Your individual natural born DNA and your taken path in life. 
  
Now compare that with the way you have walked so far.  
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95% 4% 1% Universal Principle 
You also will experience that there is such a thing as the 95% 4% 1% Universal Principle .  
It is that 95% of the people are in search of their ‘Kwan’, 4% have found their ‘IT’, regeretfully not 
quite being able to tell you how that works for them.  Those who think to know aren’t going to tell 
you or will write a book, ‘How to become as successful as me…’  That 1%? That group understands, 
knows, live, eat, sleep and swear by their individuals ‘IT’ and will tell you in bits and pieces how they 
think ‘IT’ is working for them.  Try to mimic and fail.  Reason here is that you aren’t  ‘Them’, not 
seeing what they see, not having their talent, not in their shoes, not walking their ‘path’. 
 
Still with us? 
 
 
So What? 
Back to the drawing board. You were born with a specific combination of personal characteristics, 
Talent and soft skills, regretfully mothers didn’t evolved a specific birth drawer, if you will, where 
your personal instruction manual popped out the moment you saw the day.  Blame your mother. Yet, 
give this view and concept some thought and you most lightly will recognise a thread applicable to 
your state and situation in life.  
 
Why am I not …… 
Yes, why aren’t you? Well there are a number of peculiar similarities of those 1%-ers, if you will. 
They share something that truly give them ‘edge’ over you. Here we mention a few to you. 
 

- Individual 
They are individuals that aren’t willing to change whatever the surrounding or the world think, say, 
deem about them. 
 

- Early understanding 
They live close by what they consider as their own talent and make a game out of that. They keep on 
playing the game as soon as they understand it, regardless prior rule. 
 

- Focus 
In the midst of all kind of personal turmoil, noisy surroundings, debate or opinion of others they stick 
with what their interest/talent is 
 

- Live, eat, sleep, breath 
They Live, Eat, Sleep, Breath what they KNOW they were born to do and vary within that playing field 
of their individual talent.  
 

- Don’t think, ACT! 
Sure they think, but what’s more, they ACT and don’t waste to much time analysing things to the 
grave. 
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Repetition to Habit 
They seemingly endless and effortless repeat what they know within that field of talent in all kinds of 
varieties. For if there is one thing certain in man’s system, then it is that Repetition is the key to get 
anything in your system and make it a habit. It’s a natural part of your being. 
 
Did we mention that those talents have also a total disregard for economic circumstances? It doesn’t 
matter, they will stick with it even if they have to sleep under a bridge, pack of newspaper or 
salvation army.  They will stick to it until…. 
 
Law of Attraction 
Another Universal  proven science is that ‘Like attracts Like.’ Someone once called it ‘Law of 
Attraction’, made a commercial commodity out of that principle for those 95% of wannabees and 
became millionaire themselves. Yet the law of attraction is an odd thing. It is an invisible principle 
that kicks in on the moment one is focussed enough into a certain direction.  Regardless which 
direction. 
 
It works like this. Suddenly opportunity knocks. Please see it like it can be a person one comes across 
handing a great idea, it can be a sponsor knocking, it can be an employer offering a job, it can be a 
door opened to the final objective for you or me.  There are no limits. Don’t be picky, choosy nor to 
specific in you way of looking.  To reach the objective of choice, somehow D-tours are just part of the 
route, how odd ever.  
 
Those 1%-ers ACT!  On the moment opportunity knocks, they aren’t afraid to ACT! For they 
understand that judgement is a waste of time and failure non-existent.  In the least it’s a lesson to 
learn. No more, no less. 
 
Intuition 
Some are gifted with something called intuition and it is a joy to see those 1%-ers go about doing 
best what they do best. 
 
How can I…..? 
We hear you think now, ‘how can I…..?’  Well, you can! Point is, regardless your age, the stand you 
are in your life right now, you can apply these universal principles and see for yourself how it work 
for you.  But before you start, do yourself a favour.  Find out first what it is that makes you jump out 
of your bed in the middle of the night, exited, craving for you had a brainwave and ACT! Upon it.  For 
if you do that, it wouldn’t be a surprise that all of a sudden you remember what it was that made you 
do the same when you were a kid, still close to yourself.  
 
No Limits 
There are no limits. No limits in terms of geography, age, being man, woman, girl, boy, metrosexual, 
background nor upbringing. Look to what mankind has accomplished up to today. We have evolved 
and developed on trial and error.  You have done so as child too. It’s called Learning.  Once your 
mom and dad encouraged you to make the first steps and stand up again if you fell down. So what’s 
the deal now?  
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Forget Judgement 
The simple thing here is that judgement doesn’t make you.  Judgement does not define you. Only 
you can let judgement be a non-realistic barrier or use it as an excuse not to elevate yourself.  There 
is no one who can judge since they don’t walk your walk, know what you are all about under which 
circumstances. Letting judgement of others define and direct your live, the least convenience thing to 
do.  Judgement only a waste of very valuable time and energy. 
 
FUN 
And we know, have seen it over and over, look around yourselves,  that people having FUN in 
whatever it is they do, live healthier and happier lives. They still have the same responsibilities yet 
see these as part of their lives.  And yes, even FUN can be part of you by  

Repetition to Habit! 
 

Let us know if we can help you to find your ‘Kwan’….’ Again’…. Else share your ‘Kwan’ with 

us for others to learn it works this way.   

 

Good luck in your (commercial) endeavours you are pursuing …… 

RC 2016 

 

 
   


